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may be submitted prior to the deadline 
l!i·nl18ll to: stardust@worldgate.ca 
by mail to: 333 Southridge NW, 

Edmonton, Alberta, T6H 4M9. 
phone number is (780) 433 • 1516. 

submit your articles for the April 
issue of Starbust by the due date of 

March 27, 2000 
Thank you. 

Mercury and the Moon, 2.5 degrees apart. This was shot on February 
6 with a 300mm telephoto at f/4.5 on Kodak 400 ASA Royal Gold in 
a field near Riel Drive in St. Albert. The lights of Spruce Grove are 
visible in the distance. Photo courtesy of Murray Paulson. -ed 
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By Paul Campbell 

F irst of all a big THANK YOU to all the volunteers 
who helped out with the casino on February 22 
and 23. Your efforts made this project into a 

resounding success. I've gotten estimates of around 
$40,000 being raised. Remember right now these are only 
estimates, we' ve been pooled with other organizations 
for a 3-month period so we won't get the exact dollar 
amount or the check until around mid April. And while 
we're all dreaming of what we can do with this money, 
let's not forget to thank FrankHn Loehde for all of his 
efforts into organizing this project. As with any big project 
there is a lot of effort that goes on behind the scenes. 
Franklin not only did the major amount of the organizing 
but the casino came off without a hitch, at least from my 
perspecti ve. Many thanks Frankli n! ! 

Maybe we should let the organizers and volunteers get 
first crack at spending the money. : -) 

Editor's Ramblings ... 

:E this issue, we have a mixed bag of articles but all 
very interesting. Don't forget Starbust is coming up 

ext month. Get your articles in early as the Editor 
needs to stop laughing long enough to put the is ue 
together! 

Check out Sharon Tansey's article on the next page about 
the upcoming Alberta Workshop. Many members of our 
Club will be devoting their time to teach you various topics 
of our hobby, so plan to attend. It is a great learning 
experience, and plenty of fun . 

Please try to read the article on page 7 from Kenneth Gee 
of the Montreal Centre. Anyone mentioned in there gets 
bragging rights! Seriously though, kudos to all mentioned 

Seriously, anyone in the club can approach council with 
a proposal for casino expenditures. There are a few rules, 
first and foremost; the money must go toward some 
method of education, or for use by the public. In short, 
there must be some public connection to your proposal. 
Also plea e have well thought out propo als, including 
cost, availabi lity, storage or any other important 
requirements that the proposal needs. This will help 
council to make their decisions. If the expenditure is over 
$500.00 then, according to our bylaws, and if council has 
approved the expenditure, we then have to place the 
motion into Stardust where it can be voted on by the 
general membership at the next general meeting. If it's 
passed, you get to spend the money. I know this sounds 
like a lot of work, and it doe take a fair amount of time, 
but the process does work. 

Hopefully we'll be seeing you around mid April with your 
proposals. 

in the article from Kenneth. You do our Centre proud. I 
have already passed on our thanks for taking the time to 
write such a glowing article on our Centre to Kenneth . 
The Observatory volunteers are never thanked enough, 
but you do make the visitors to our Observatory feel 
welcome and your time and effort is well appreciated. 

A couple of people submitted articles about the Lunar 
Eclipse which were past my deadline of last month, but 
they were both so well written I fe lt I had to include them 
in this issue. 

Finally, don' t forget to submit your articles for Starbust! 
I can't stress this enough, after all, this is your chance to 
get even with the previous Editor who "featured" you in 
last year 's issue! Sorry, Harris .. . 
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Whatisan 
Astronomy 
Workshop? 

By Sharon Tansey 

T he Edmonton centre will host this year's astronomy 
workshop the weekend of October 27 -29 at 
Skeleton Lake Scout Camp. For those of you who 

haven ' t attended an astronomy workshop and aren't quite 
sure what it's all about, let me explain .. 

In some ways, the workshop is like a star party: 

You don ' t have to drive home after the observing session. 
Everyone has access to experienced observers who are 
more than willing to share their knowledge - and maybe 
have a look at your telescope. There is the opportunity to 
see different telescopes and equipment in daylight. There 
will be a swap table. You are far enough from city lights 
for a dark observing sky, and you have a chance to get to 
know people who may have previously been only blobs of 
clothing in the dark. You have the opportunity to see the 
effects of sleep deprivation on your fellow astronomers. 

In other ways, a workshop is not like a star party. You 
have an indoor bed in a heated room (Skeleton Lake has 
bunkhouses, mostly with 4 bunks to a room), access to 
heated indoor washrooms, maybe even a hot shower. And 
food - food you don ' t have to prepare or bring with you. 
Lots offood, at convenient times, in a dining hall, and no 
dishes to do. 

Friday night is usually arrival, find your room, discover 
your roommate , unpack, and maybe move your car and 
scope onto the observing field - then back to the dining 
hall for a buffet dinner and welcome. The rest of the 
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night is for meeting people, ob erving - and coming back 
for snacks. If you don't have a telescope, there will be 
many people who do, and they will be happy to show you 
what they are looking at, or answer questions. This is a 
great time to use your binoculars. 

Saturday will start with a swap table. Bring what you no 
longer need or pick up omething that someone else no 
longer needs. After brunch, served late enough to allow 
late-night observers a little sleep, we wi ll hear from our 
keynote speaker. This year our keynote speaker is Ken 
Hewitt-White. 

Ken writes the column at the end of SkyNews and is a 
contributing editor to the magazine. On the Discovery 
Channel, you may have seen him on "Cosmic Highway", 
for which he was writer and co-host. For several years, 

George Moores' 
Astronomy Workshop 

~ 

Ken was employed at the MacMillan Planetarium in 
Vancouver, first as writer and lecturer, then as Education 
Co-ordinator, and eventually as Director. 

He has been observing the night sky for over 35 years 
and popularising astronomy for almost as long. A veteran 
of hundreds of articles on astronomy and space science, 
he is currently a columnist for both Sky News and Sky & 



Tel. His "Holographic Night Sky Book", an introductory 
guide to stargazing for children, was recently published. 

You may have met him at Kobau with hi s 18-inch 
Dobsonian reflector. 

After the keynote address, Saturday afternoon is devoted 
to our seminar sessions. These are hour-long workshops 
given by many of our centre members sharing their 
expertise in a particular area. Workshop attendees will 
be able to attend up to three sessions. 

At an upcoming meeting, I'll have details of who will be 
doing what at this workshop, but there will definitely be 
a variety, appealing to everyone from the beginner to the 
experienced observer. 

After Saturday dinner, we wi ll be able to head back to the 
observing field, maybe to try some of the ideas picked up 
during the afternoon. 

And if the sky isn ' t clear, one or both nights?? There 
will be something planned. Maybe gorgeous slides of the 
night sky, or tall tales by members and guests . 

Sunday, we can sleep in 'til brunch, pack up and make 
our ways home. Usually, we're ~ ll gone by 1 :00. 

An astronomy workshop is for everyone. Some of the 
more experienced observers may attend only for the dark 
skies and not go to the information sessions. But these 
people are more than willing to assist others and share 
their knowledge. Some people may attend because Barry 
Arnold is going to give them the professional dope on 
how to clean their optics, or because they can learn more 
about astrophotography. Others may just want to know 
everything we can tell them, or simply get to know other 
members. 

Whatever our individual reason for attending, an 
astronomy workshop is a weekend devoted to the sky - in 
comfort. Other needs are taken care of so we can just 
absorb, and enjoy. 

su ••• r Star Partia 
Saskatchewan Summer Star 

Party 2000 
(SSSP2000) 

August 24-27,2000 
Main events on Friday August 25 

and Saturday August 26 

-~--------; 

Mount Kobau Star Party 2000 
(MKSP20oo) 

July 29 - August 6, 2000 
Main events on Thursday August 3, 

Friday, August 4 and 
Saturday, August 5 

Address Changes 

Any changes to your addre s or pertinent information 
regarding your membership ... 

... please direct these changes to 
Terry Nonay 

Membership Secretary at 
(780) 456-6957 
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observers 
Report 

By Alister Ling 

The wonderful streak of good weather has continued. 
Plenty of clear skies and occasionally mild 
temperatures have certainly buoyed our 

skywatchjng spirits over the past month. There is a lot of 
upcoming activity in the sky too, but first, a recap. 

A handful of observers were out at Blackfoot at the end 
of January, not the official club night, while I stopped by 
the Space & Sciences deck for a couple of hours. I want 
to emphasise how nice it is to have the deck as an 
observing option, and what a wonderful job the volunteers 
are doing there. When a late night is not in the cards, the 
deck offers more than just a 7-inch Starfire refractor and 
a C-14. Check out the spectra of red stars - really cool. 
Enjoy a chat while looking up at the stars. 

Did you see the beautiful crescent Moon -Venus 
conjunction on February 2nd? It sure was pretty. Not far 
behind in beauty was the scene a few evenings later as 
the fresh crescent stood beside a brightening Mercury. 
This inner planet quickly climbed into modest 
prominence, and as quickly, faded away. 

A fair crowd turned up on the official observing night at 
Blackfoot to catch bold Orion and the superlative stars of 
the winter Milky Way. Others came out Saturday night to 
wage battle against the aurora. I think it was a tie. With 
the aurora providing the illumination and timeout, we 
collimated Donna-Lee May's scope and pulled in some 
nice views of Sa tum and Jupiter. Having the optics aligned 
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* 
is really crucial for maximising the enjoyment of the night. 
Although some people have the tools, many do not, so I 
am proposing that the Centre urchase a laser colljmator 
for the club scope, which pe0ple could use on official 
observing nights. 1've heard lots of good things about 
them from experienced observers. 

Congratulations to Bruce McCurdy, Murray Paulson, 
Sharon Tansey, and myself for observing an asteroid 
occultation! Bruce's article tells more, including the 
helpful null observation from Doug Hube and Russ 
Sampson. 

For most of April the 7th magnitude asteroid Ceres will 
lie within one binocular field of the bright star 6 Comae, 
ju t left of Leo's tail star, beta. Speaking of Leo, the 
variable R Leanis peaks in late April, and all month will 
offer spectacular views through the ESSC deck's spectrum 
eyepiece. Don' t miss this! 

Please note the special astronomy evening April 6th at 
the Space & Sciences Centre for viewing the grand 
conjunction. Please help out by bringing your scope to 
the ESSC and join in . Binoculars are of course welcome, 
since they will provide a great view of the planet cluster. 

You can listen to thunder after lightening and tell how 
close you came to getting hit. If you don't hear it, you 
got hit, so never mind. 



By Kenneth Gee, Montreal Centre 
Reprintedjrom Skyward, February 2000, Page 6 

D uring my vacation in CaJgary last November I 
had rented a car and decided to dri ve to 
Edmonton. No trip to Edmonton would be 

complete without a stop at the Edmonton Space and 
Science Centre. For those of you who always wanted to 
participate in space exploration, but were not selected for 
the a tronaut program then the next best thing would be 
a simulated space mission as one of the crew members in 
the Challenger Learning Centre. You could almost 
imagine yourself being part of an historical space shuttle 
launch and at one point I had to suppress an urge to 
announce, "Houston, we have a problem." You would also 
enjoy the presentation of Alberta Skies at the Margaret 
Zeidler Star Theatre, a 35-minute presentation of the 
constellations and the night sky recreated with a Zeiss 
Cosmorama Star Projector. There was much to se and 0 

at the Science Centre, but too little time to experience 
everything. 

The local RASC's Observatory was located beside the 
Science Centre and welcomed the public on Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday nights. I decided to take a chance 
and venture out to the RASC observatory on a semi-clear, 
cold Sunday night, as did a number of brave souls. The 
tiny heater in the comer did warm us up a bit. Their single 
floor building was "L"-shaped. The sliding roof opened 
up at one end at the bottom of the "L" and allowed for 
observing. The night sky was good enough for backyard 
observations of the moon and planets. Light pollution 
played a major role in hindering deep sky observing. 
However conditions on this particular night was 
reasonable. At least they don't have huge stadium lights 

to contend with. I met RASC member Terry who showed 
me around their Centre. Terry was surprised to learn that 
I was a visitor from the Montreal Centre since they rarely 
get members visiting from the "east coast". George arrived 
later and showed me a useful astronomy program on their 
computer. I learned they have an out of town site for dark 
sky observations much like our own at Johanne Gamache's 
farm. 

Bruce was the local lunar expert, hav ing spent hundreds 
of hours ob erving the moon. I was amazed to find so 
many parallels between the Edmonton Centre with our 
own in Montreal. Thi s felt much like one of our own 
regular meetings. I encourage tho e of you who do travel 
around Canada to drop by and visit the local RASC 
Centres. You may be pleasantly surpri sed to find yourself 
at "home" in more ways than one. 

RAse Meetin& Dates for 2000 

April 10 
MayS 

June 12 
September 11 

October 16 
November 13 
December 11 
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... On Observing the 
Lunar Eclipse of 
January 21, 2000, 
from My Back Yard 
in Edmonton 

By Oria Aaquist 

Efeel a little silly writing about the recent lunar eclipse, 
because every amateur astronomer in Canada has 
lmost certainly written about by now, and I hate doing 

what everyone else has done. Even now that I am 50 
years old I have retained a rebellious nature from my youth 
that I have never managed to shed. Moreover, I am sure 
that I did not observe anything during (before and after) 
the eclipse that everyone else who observed it did not, 
because, even though I have a PhD in observational 
astrophysics (astronomy for short), I am a lousy observer. 
I managed to conceal this fact from everyone in graduate 
school, but now that I am 50 years old I can ' t be bothered 
to hide it any more. My wife has always suspected the 
truth of tltis because I never notice anything she does. 

Fortunately I do not have to describe, in flowery detail, 
my trip to the ob erving site and my emotions and 
thoughts as the event approached. I was already at the 
ob erving ite (my back yard) , and the fact that I 
remembered the eclipse was triggered by a random event 
just before the start of the eclipse - I glanced at the 
calendar in the kitchen - so I have nothing relevant to 
say about my state of excitement or anticipation as the 
event approached. Now that I think about it, I was in the 
kitchen for orne reason. Oh yes, I was searching for 
dessert. 

Whenever I am in the kitchen AND a stray neutrino passes 
through my brain AND interacts with some of the chlorine 
molecules there, I check the calendar for important events. 
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Normally, this would not have helped, but it so happened 
that I had marked the eclipse on the kitchen calendar a 
few weeks prior to the eclipse. Usually I am not the one 
to write important events on the kitchen calendar because 
I work under the mistaken premise that since I have a 
PhD in astrophysics I can remember everything. The 
fact is that I remember very little unless I write it down 
AND remember to look at the note just prior to the event. 
Therefore I was completely unaware of the eclipse 
approaching. Suddenly, the neutrino hit, I look at the 
calendar, notice that the event is happening and go outside 
and look up. 

Amazingly, it is not cloudy. The moon is pretty bright 
except for a slight dimming in the lower left quadrant. I 
go back inside and get the video camera and zoom in on 
the moon for a few minutes. A wonderful plan formulates 
in my mind. It is to film the moon for about 5 to 10 seconds 
every 10 minutes in order to create a time-lapse video of 
the eclipse. So, J begin by filming for about 5 minutes. 
My plan is already falling apart, but I realize that I can 
always edit out 10 seconds later, so it doesn't matter for 
how long I film. Instant planning and flexibility is one 
of the advantages of higher education. 

It is minus 23 degrees, so I go inside to warm up. 
remember the ice cream, get it out of the freezer and draw 
a few scoops into a bowl. Then I begin to rummage for 
the chocolate syrup and sprinkles. As you can see, there 
are definite advantages to observing from your back yard. 



Of note, here is a bit of a cultural change between today 
and 40 years ago, when I was a child. Forty years ago, I 
would never have thought of eating ice cream during the 
winter. Ice cream parlours were generally closed after 
October and didn ' t open agrun until April or May. Now, 
we can go to the Drury Queen and eat ice cream all year 
round. My mother never used to serve ice cream during 
the winter either, and I wondered if it was sold in the 
stores. My mother is a stickler for traditions, and I am 
surprised that she now, too, eats ice cream during the 
winter. This is where my rrund went as I sat down with 
my dessert, and before I managed to return to the present, 
the eclipse was half over. I rushed out with the camera 

- - - - ----------

By Alister Ling 

The current, March issue of Sky & Telescope 
contruns a number of excellent articles about our 
northern lights, written at a level that should not 

boggle the beginner. Definitely worth the purchase if you 
do not subscribe. 

On the local e-mail astronomy listgroup (ASTRO; see 
the Centre website on how to subscribe, or on the last 
page of this publication), we have read some notices of 
upcoming potential aurora. In the old days, we had to 
wait to see if there were active sunspots before sending 
up the alert. Today, spacecraft are studying the Sun and 
its solar wind, allowing us to move into an age where 
aurora forecasting is entering adolescence. 

Space weather is certrunly tougher to forecast than the 
earthbound kind, and is less reliable. It will be interesting 
to see how the science evolves. In the meantime, check it 
out for yourself if you are connected to the web: 

and looked up at the moon, whkh was now almost totally 
eclipsed except for a tiny sliver on the south side. I filmed 
it for a while, but realized that my wonderful project had 
fruled. You begin to see why I am a poor observer? 

Also, I discovered what every amateur astronomer learns 
on the first attempt at pointing a cheap telescope at the 
moon, "A camera tripod is not very good at keeping an 
object centred in the field of view." 

So there you have it. During the eclipse I didn' t see or do 
anytrung that was interesting or new. I rrught just as well 
have stayed home. 

http://windows.engin.urruch.edu/spaceweather/ 
hup:llwww.sel.noaa.gov/pmap/index.html 
http://www.space.ualberta.ca/canopus.html 
http://www.spaceweather.com 

If you notice anytrung unusual, note it down, and also 
please jot an emrul to the ASTRO li stgroup in town. 

RAse Observine Dates for 2000 

March 30, Aprill 
May 5-6 

August 25-26 
September 29-30 

October 27-28 
November 24-25 
December 29-30 



planet Report 

By Murray Paulson 
March and April 

l can feel spring coming, the dark night skies like the 
winter snows will soon fade. The giant planets that 

ave kept us company for so long shall soon be lost in 
spring's twilight. So as spring arrives, planet season will 
pau e for an intermission till July. Pluto comes in at the 
curtain call in the April and May dark of the moon. 

Last month started with another good apparition of 
Mercury. December was a great morning apparition and 
February's evening apparition was surprisingly good, only 
17 degrees elongation from the sun. It was very bright 
with cooperative skies and a great conjunction with the 
crescent moon thrown in for good measure. The first of 
March saw Mercury in inferior conjunction with the sun. 
As it raced by, heading between the earth and the sun for 
the morning sky. On March 28 it will reach greatest 
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western elongation. The western elongations near the 
vernal equinox are poor ones because the ecliptic is nearly 
horizontal. For this reason, Mercury will only be 4.5 
degrees higher in altitude than the sun and 27 degrees 
farther south in azimuth at sunrise on that morning! On 
its way to this elongation, it will pass Venus. The two 
planets will be less than 3 degrees apart from March 13th 
to 15th. Venus at magnitude - 3.9 will show a 10.9" 
gibbous di k and will contrast nicely with Mercury 's 
magnitude 1.2, 9.5" crescent. Mercury will be difficult in 
the twilight glare but this conjunction will be a great 
daytime spectacle. All you need is a polar aligned 
equatorial and the handbook to interpolate the two planet's 
positions with respect to the sun. I just love this contrast, 
two planets in the same low power field, vastly different 
in brightness and phase, about the same size but on 
opposite sides of the sun! This would be a good daytime 
Astronomy day show. On the 11 th, they will be 6.5 degrees 
apart. 

Mars has been hiding low in the western sky all winter. It 
briefly joined Mercury to form the grand lineup of four 
planets in mid February. Mars will join Jupiter and Saturn 
for more great visual and photo opportunities. On March 
21, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn will form a straight line 
with an equal spacing - 7.5 degrees apart. April 5th Mars 
is 1 degree above Jupiter with Saturn 6 degrees east and 
the thin crescent moon 7 degrees below. The next night 
the moon will be 4 degrees south east of Saturn with an 
appearance much like February's conjunction of the thin 
crescent moon and Mercury. On the 11th the planets will 



form a nice sy mmetrical triangle. Mars will be a 
diminutive 4" compared to Jupiter at 34" and Saturn at 
16.5". As you gaze on them, you are seeing them lined 
up, aU on the far side of the sun. An appealing perspecti ve, 
and a nice comparative visage in a scope. These 
conjunctions will be observable for a short time after 
sunset low in the western sky, so find a good location 
with no obstructions. Check out potential Photo sites 
before hand to find an aesthetically pleasing backdrop. 
We should have a great May meeting with all these fine 
images. 

The May dark of the moon is early in the month, so this 

south east of 20 Ophiuchus, a 4.7 magnitude star and 
this will make the field easier to find. Pluto's orbit has 
quite the inclination and Pluto lies more than 11 degrees 
above the ecliptic, which is a good thing as we are near 
the bottom of the ecliptic. If it were the other way around 
and Pluto was below, it would lie too close to the horizon 
to be visible here in Edmonton. At magnitude 13.7, it is a 
challenge in an 8" but a cakewalk in the larger scopes. 
There are a few club members that have seen it in small 
(4" and 5") scopes, are you foolish enough to try? If you 
miss it in the spring window, it can be seen in the August 
new moon. 

will be the choice time to observe Pluto. Pluto is 112 degree Till the May issue, clear skies and good Pluto hunting. 

MAP TO THE EDMONTON (ENTRE OB/ERVING IITEI 
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By Harris Christian 

Solitude's' STARGAZING appears to be more than 
your average CD ofthe music/nature sounds genre. 
For starters, there is more than just music included 

on this disk. It contains a video clip from the creator of 
the Solitudes Nature Sounds collection, a Solitudes 
catalogue, an evolving screen saver featuring a skyward 
view from the base of a California Redwood, a sunset 
through the desert, an iceberg complete with penguins, 
and a waterfall. It includes an interactive zodiacal 
constellations game and of course, seven thoughtful, 
balanced and otherworldly musical tracks woven with 
sounds from nature. The basic tracks are synthesized, 
sampled and guitar percussive conceptions. The stellar 
performances of the involuntary natural participants such 
as the Great Horned Owl, Western Chorus Frog, Bull Frog, 
Common Loon, Cricket, and Whip-poor-will, are a 
riveting attraction for one's audio palette. For us "local 
folks", it provides a reminder that upon spring nights at 
Blackfoot we may forget that, we are the visitors. Our 
deep sky observation are regularly made at the nursery 
sites of numerous species who serenade us and make our 
nights unique without the negative audio distortion of 
city traffic noise pollution. Perhaps it is they who should 
be acknowledged in our annual awards ceremonies? 

The constellations game proved thoughtful with its left
hand menu upon a night sky screen. As the user clicks 
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on the correct stars to form the outline of each 
constellation, the stars turn green and constellation lines 
appear. When the constellation is complete, the 
mythological figure forms and text appears below. A 
synopsis of the mythology is included along with a brief 
selection of items to be found within the real constellation 
such as globular and open clusters plus nebulae. 

Not overlooking the obvious, how about the music which 
lasts over 52 minutes? I found it to be balanced, soothing, 
perhaps bordering on New Age yet appropriate to task. 
Within the stated purpose of the musical series, the 
creators seem to be promoting an awakening or renewed 
appreciation of all nature which includes the sometimes
overlooked Cosmos. Let me leave you with a quote from 
the product sleeve: " ... the chance sighting of a deer in 
the forest, has been washed away by the latest fads. 
Stargazing, however, is somehow immune to such 
indifference. It would seem that the universe still holds 
enough uncertainty to capture our imagination and its 
splendor certainly still beguiles us. " 

No arguments from me. 



LUNAR ECLIPSE 

BL ~ Q 

o ~ 

By Scott Henderson 

E the past, I've either observed special astronomical 
events on my own, or else I brought my scope to the 

SSC to help out. This time, I decided to do something 
different. I made up a brochure, inviting people to my 
cul-de-sac for a viewing of the Moon, Jupiter and Saturn. 
I distributed 50 of these to surrounding houses, along 
with copies of our light pollution brochure, and then 
prayed for clear skies. 

When the day carne, and we had perfect skies, I was 
ecstatic! I set up my telescope (an 8" Meade LX50) around 
7:30, and at 7:50, a woman with her two young sons 
arrived. We looked at the moon for a whi le, then Jupiter 
and Saturn. All three of them were amazed with Saturn. 
They couldn't believe that you could see the rings. 

Soon, [ had about 10 to 15 people lined up to view through 
the scope. This is when a nice side effect of the event 
took place. While waiting for the scope, people started 
introducing them elves to each other, asking where they 
Hved, what they did , etc., and generally got to know one 
another. Nice! I was worried at first that having only one 
scope would be bad, but it was actually a benefit. It forced 
people to hang around to wait for me to move the scope 
to the next object, and by time they had seen the Moon, 
Jupiter and Saturn, the Moon had changed enough that 
they wanted to see it again. 

Throughout the night, we viewed the Moon at SOx, and 
Jupiter and Saturn at 125x. The skies were amazingly 
steady that night, providing wonderful planetary views. 
Cassini's Division was easy right acro s the disc. People 
easily counted at least 5 moons around Saturn. 

I spent most of the evening chatting with people at the 
scope, and helping position kids heads so that they could 
see in the eyepiece. Next time, I'm going to have a step 
for the little ones to stand on. Once people looked in the 
telescope at Jupiter or Saturn, they often asked for 
confirmation as to which Hght in the sky corresponded to 
which planet. 

Overall , the night was a huge success! I estimate about 
50 to 75 people came out to see the event. To top it off, 
everyone made their houses light pollution free! (Just 
kidding, but I'm working on it!). 

When the last few people left, they encouraged me to send 
around more brochures again for another event! Generally, 
people had a really great time. 

As an added bonus, the crowd was gone by 10:00pm, 
leaving me time to watch the Moon slowly emerge from 
the Earth's shadow. The centre of the "face" on the moon 
had a number of small, bright young craters that I hadn't 
noticed before. Together they looked a lot like a medicine 
wheel! I then turned to the edge, waiting for the first line 
of sunlight. Seeing this appear, then spread across the 
surface was beautiful! I then turned to Saturn, to enjoy it 
further at 250x. So, I had the best of both worlds: pubHc 
and private viewing! 

So, if you ever want to do some sidewalk astronomy, but 
hesitate to go and set up in some public place, try your 
own neighbourhood! I had great fun meeting everyone, 
as did everyone else. Lots of kids got their first views 
through a telescope, and hopefully may tum into amateur 
astronomers some day too. I Hke to think of it as light 
pollution control through indoctrination I 
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By Bruce McCurdy 

Unbeknownst to each other, seven Edmonton centre 
members gathered at three separate locations just 
before midnight on February 12 to successfully 

conduct some real science. The occasion was the 
occultation of the ninth-magnitude star SAO 115231 by 
the faint asteroid 489 Comacina. 

After more failures than I care to count, I had almost 
given up on ever seeing one of these things. Such events 
have proven notoriously difficult to predict in the past, 
due to uncertainties in the positions of both rock and star, 
and attempts to observe them have always resulted in the 
dreaded "flat line" . However, due to more accurate 
astrometry from the Hipparcos satellite and the availability 
of late prediction adjustments via the Internet, things may 
be looking up. Scientifically speaking, they ' re well worth 
chasing: a successful result has the unique potential to 
yield new information about both objects. 

This most recent opportunity knocked when the "shadow" 
of the 144-km-wide asteroid was projected to fall right 
over the city. Alister Ling and I decided to head for the 
ESSC Observatory to give it a shot. Meanwhile, Doug 
Hube, Janet Couch and Russ Sampson were set up at the 
U of A's Devon Observatory some 25 km to the southwest. 
Murray Paulson and Sharon Tansey conducted an 
impromptu expedition to the predicted "centreline" , 
between Waskatenau and Warspite some 75 km to our 
northeast, establishing their co-ordinates using a portable 

GPS receiver. Although Murray's confidence in the 
predicted path exceeded mine by a rather large factor, the 
results were fortuitous: collectively, we formed a baseline 
some loo-km long, approximately perpendicular to the 
occultation path. 

Temperatures were a cool -22 or so, but the anticipated 
ice fog did not interfere at the .star's altitude of around 45 
degrees, and we were fairly easily able to acquire the star 
on the west end of a squashed diamond-shaped asterism 
in NW Canis Minor. After we encountered some difficulty 
in establishing a decent time signal on my boom box short 
wave, Alister settled in at the C-14 at 122x while I 
observed through the 7-inch Starfire at 76x. 

At 6:29: 17 UT I was looking directly at the star when it 
suddenly flickered and went out. After exclaiming into 
my tape recorder, I counted to 7 in my head and even 
more suddenly, it reappeared. With the mag 13 asteroid 
far too dim to be seen under the conditions, it was like a 
celestial magic trick. From Alister's notes: 

"IMPORTANT NOTE: At the start of the event, both of 
us saw a step or a skip, it was not the usual instantaneous 
disappearance. The re-appearance however was "clean", 
that is to say, normal." 

We concluded that the flicker must have been some sort 
of stepwise occultation rather than the expected 
instantaneous disappearance, taking perhaps a tenth of a 
second. 

Transcribing our tapes later, Alister and I timed the event 
at about six and a half seconds, just under half of the 
predicted maximum of 14. 

Doug advised: 

"NO occultation was observed from the Devon 
Observatory. Russ was observing with his small 
refractor, and Janet and I made a continuous 2-
minute trace with the CCD camera on the 20-
inch telescope. There was no break - i.e. no 
indication of an occultation - in that trace 
between 06:28:45 and 06:30:45. 



"In addition to a chord across the body of the 
asteroid (as recorded at the ESSC observing 
deck), we al 0 have, then, a tight limit on the 
location of the southw estern limit of the 
occultation track." 

Later Murray reported: 

"At 11 :29 : 17 the star abruptly disappeared 
leaving a strange absence. It is kind of hard to 
explain, but it seemed unnaturally dark where 
the star was, and the asterism it was involved in 
was now lopsided. I am always unprepared for 
the abrupt disappearance, it is like magic. I 
managed to get myself back in gear for the return 
and 12.5 seconds later at 11 :29.29.5 it reappeared 
just as suddenly as it had disappeared." 

As they observed a much longer chord of the asteroid, 
they clearly were indeed near the centreline, and observed 
the asteroid's central region cross the star; Alister and I 
saw the south polar region, while those in Devon 

Telescope for Saie 
Meade 2080 LX6 - 8" Schmidt Cassegrain 

Telescope with Ultra High Contrast (D=203.2mm, 
F= I 280mm, f/6.3 Wide Field) optical tube 

assembly; heavy-duty dual axis fork mount and 
Meade Microprocessor controlled 

LX Quartz pulse drive servo motor; 
multi-function control panel with keypad hand 

controller; 110 volt and 12volt auto cigarette power 
supplies; standard equatorial wedge; Meade Series 
4000 - Super Piossl 26 mm multicoated telescope 
eyepiece; Meade #967 - 9 x 60 Polar llluminat~d 

viewfinder; padded carrying chest; 
Meade standard field tripod. 

Tirion field maps 

$1,500.00 
Ed Weiss (780) 484-5178 
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experienced a very near miss. Among us, we collected 
new information about Comacina ' s size, shape and 
position. 

Both Murray and Sharon also reported seeing a stepwise 
disappearance. Gi ven the separation between the 
observing sites, my interpretation is that this effect was 
not caused by the topography of the asteroid such as a 
large crater on the limb, but that the star itself is a close 
binary. That it is not recorded as such in any catalogue 
does not eliminate this possibility; it just means that we 
four may be the proud discoverers! Many close binaries 
have been discovered during lunar occultations; however, 
SAO 115231 is too far from the ecli ptic for the Moon to 
ever occult it, so it almost certainly has no history. 

I later mentioned to Doug that it's unfortunate that Devon 
didn't obtain a positive result, because with three chords 
we could have been, ahem, "rock stars". However, this 
experience should encourage us to conduct further "group" 
efforts in the future, perhaps to again "record" 
scientifically valuable results. 

Telescope for Sale 
3 year old Ultima 11 in MINT condition with dec 

and focuser motor, celestron dew shield, HD tripod, 
HD wedge and celestron wheeled trunk case. 
Excellent clean optics. No scratches or dents. 
Includes 7x50 polaris finder, 1.25 visual back 

and diagonal. No eyepieces. 

Best offers around $3500.00. 
Shipping negotiable 

Can send images if interested 

Gary Bilecki 
Ft.~c~urray,Alberta 

~y E-mail bilecki@home.com 
Home phone (780) 790-0121 
Work Phone (780) 743-7618 
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Edmonton Space and Science Centre 

Guest Speaker: Dr. Doug Hube 
Exploding Stars 

Next Observine Sessions: 
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Blackfoot Staging Area 
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Edmonton Space and Science Centre 
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Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions 
astro@majordomo.srv.ualberta.ca 

Lieht Pollution Abatement Committee 
nol ight@majordomo.srv.ualberta.ca 

Subscribe to both by sencling a note to: 
majordomo@ualberta.ca with 

Committee Chair (ELPAC).Howard Gibbins 
Membership Secretary ....• Terry Nonay 
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SC IEfQ CE MAGIC 
EDMONTON'S LARGEST TELESCOPE DEALER P HON E: (",,86,', 452-91 DO 
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Featuring Celestron and Meade products . 
All catalogue items can be special o rdered if not in stock. 

Drop by and see our selection of books, posters, slides, 
novelties, holograms, binoculars and telescope accessories . 

Edmonton Space & Science Centre 
1121 1 1 42 Street 


